CARBOSET® CR-795

POLYMER FOR PRIMER, DIRECT-TO-METAL AND TOPCOAT APPLICATIONS

Carboset® CR-795 is a versatile workhorse among polymers. Unlike others in its category, Carboset® CR-795 offers good to excellent performance across a range of important properties—corrosion resistance and adhesion—making it a logical starting place for advanced formulations.

Excellent chemical and corrosion resistance
In chemical resistance tests (ASTM D1654) involving acetic acid, Carboset® CR-795 maintained film retention at 60-80%, outperforming commercial benchmarks. Likewise, in salt spray tests (ASTM B117), Carboset® CR-795 exceeded the standard and outperformed a commercially available acrylic. Performance was only slightly lower than a 100% alkyd system.

Flexibility adds up
Carboset® CR-795 can be blended with a wide range of compatible co-solvents and can be formulated with anti-corrosive pigments to dial in on optimal VOC levels and corrosion resistance. It can be blended with other acrylates and water-reducible alkyds with minimal impact on performance when compared to a 100% alkyd system. It is also shear stable, imparting additional stability to the mill base. Pigments may be dispersed directly in this versatile resin.

A stick-to-it performer
In crosshatch adhesion testing, Carboset® CR-795 achieved film retention levels of “excellent” across all substrates tested: cold rolled steel, iron-phosphated steel, hot dipped galvanized (HDG), aluminum and stainless steel. Its broad range of potential uses, coupled with its strong performance across all key categories, make Carboset® CR-795 a strong contender for formulas for metals applications.
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